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Images have the power to move your emotions like few things in life. Adorable pics of baby animals bring instant happiness. Colorful outdoor backgrounds can help you to feel relaxed or energized for the rest of the day. Thanks to the Internet, incredible backdrops for your laptop or mobile device are only a few moments away. Here are 10 websites
where you can find mind-blowing full HD wallpapers in 1080p resolution or more.PexelsIf adorning your desktop with breathtaking high-definition photographs sounds like your style, then Pexels is one place to go. With depth-of-field and perfect framing, these images are clearly the work of pros.Out-of-the-box artistic flair and an attractively gritty
quality are the hallmarks of DeviantArt’s full HD 1080 wallpapers. The only rule here is that anything goes.UnsplashWandering through this limitless paradise of beautiful imagery makes it easy to personalize your desktop. Whether a lush jungle scene or a tantalizing layout of colorful foods sounds like a better fit, Unsplash has thousands of stellar HD
wallpapers for every interest.Pixabay License/Daria-Yakovleva/Pixabay WallpapersCraftThis virtually limitless collection also happens to be very well organized. The large variety of HD wallpaper categories at WallpapersCraft lets you find your favorite anime, fan art and movie posters easily.Pixabay License/KELLEPICS/Pixabay SetAsWallSetAsWall is
a beautifully designed site that happens to be fully optimized for mobile devices. So while checking out its huge library is fun on PC, it’s even better on your smartphone. Make sure to check out the section of full HD wallpaper curated for specific phone models and brands. They fit perfectly.WallpaperCaveHonestly, it’s hard to settle for just one or two
of these free wallpapers. Maybe it’s the larger-than-usual viewing size, or maybe its the way the magnificent colors are arranged, but once you’re hooked there’s no turning back.Pixabay License/Hans/Pixabay Wallpapers WideThere’s a reason Wallpapers Wide is one of the most popular places to find HD backgrounds: it’s been amassing images for
ages. Now you can get lost among thousands of images in every category, including a massive collection of wallpapers related to anime, video games and movie celebrities.Pixabay License/nastena94-940/Pixabay WallhavenEndlessly scrollable, Wallhaven is another place where searching for wallpapers is half the fun. There aren’t any categories to
clutter your screen, just an unobtrusive search bar. Finding the perfect image means either searching for it or just seeing where your curiosity takes you.CC0/kleinAlexis/Pixabay DesktopprBesides having a friendly interface and a large amount of crisp wallpapers, Desktoppr has made a name for itself because of its social-media leanings. You can
follow other image posters. When they upload a new HD wallpaper, you’ll know about it instantly.Pixabay License/FirmBee/Pixabay Desktop NexusThis site may not have the most attractive user interface, but its sheer volume of HD wallpaper content more than makes up for it. Everything on Desktop Nexus is uploaded and shared by other users, so
you can expect an enormous variety of trending images, from the artistic and chic to the strange and fantastical.Pixabay License/Stergo/Pixabay MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Add stories to your walks. Explore iconic routes on your runs. More than just workouts, Time to Walk and Time to Run transport you to a new headspace with
insightful moments, photos, and handpicked music. It is quite hard to stand out in the mid-range 10-inch Android tablet market, but if anyone has a chance it is Lenovo.Well known for innovative laptop designs and very high quality products, this Chinese powerhouse has found amazing success over the past few years by really pushing what is possible
in that traditional form factor.Lenovo has a significant portfolio of mobile phones (sold mostly in China) and is going to be a manufacturer to watch in the coming years, especially as it tries to push into relatively mature Western markets with the acquisition of Motorola.In a clear attempt to bring its core values of innovation, differentiation, and
quality to the tablet market, Lenovo launched two Yoga tablets in 2013 to a mixed response.Trading on its almost bullet-proof brand name, these tablets unfortunately lacked in screen quality and performance and came with unattractive software. Now though, Lenovo has launched the Yoga 10 HD+ with some serious upgrades in all areas.The Yoga
10 HD+ is Lenovo's serious upgrade to the two 2013 Yoga tablets One thing that didn't change with this second generation device is the design and hardware features, which are easily the most unique you can find on any tablet this side of a Microsoft Surface. In fact, the Yoga tablets share some ideas with the Surface.The Yoga 10 HD+ has a large
cylindrical enclosure down one long edge of the tablet, called the battery cylinder, which is where all the magic happens.The Yoga 10 HD+ has some design and hardware features that rival a Microsoft Surface tablet Firstly, that cylinder holds a huge battery rated at 9000mAh, which gives a capacity of 33.3Wh. By comparison, a Samsung Galaxy Pro
10.1 has a capacity of 30.4Wh.More interestingly though are the other tricks that hide here, and they are the clue as to why Lenovo gave this tablet its Yoga branding. There is a very sturdy small stand that you can roll out by twisting the bottom of the tablet. Once the stand is exposed, the Yoga 10 HD+ can be stood up at almost any angle.Once stood
up like that, the Yoga becomes a superb tablet for consuming media on its rather lovely and bright screen.The Lenovo Yoga 10 HD+ stands up at various angles The experience is made even better by the stereo front facing speakers, which go very loud. However, they are not of great quality, lacking bass and distorting slightly at very high
volumes.The power button is located on one side of this metallic cylinder and it has a rather subtle LED notification light embedded in the button. It is rather too subtle, bordering on useless, as I have only ever noticed it when trying to find the power button anyway.On the other end is the headphone jack that is actually really well positioned for most
uses.The power button is on one side of the batter cylinder, with the headphone jack on the other Unlike the original Yoga 10, the 1920 x 1200 pixel screen resolution is rather nice. While its sharpness won't compare to an iPad Air 2 or a Samsung Galaxy Tab S, it is still very nice to use and has plenty of brightness, a major upgrade on the old
model.The Qualcomm Snapdragon 400 SoC with four cores all clocked at 1.6GHz is also a serious upgrade from the weak processor used last time.This chipset is found in all sorts of devices including the much praised Moto G, but this is the first time I have come across a device asking it to drive such a high resolution screen. It manages this without
any notable slow-downs, cementing its reputation as the chipset of choice for the mid-range.The stand hides away neatly when you don't need it Lenovo has also included 2GB of RAM and 16GB of storage in the Yoga 10 HD+ along with microSD card expansion. No corners cut here then.There's an 8MP camera housed on the back of the ever-present
cylinder behind the power button. I found this to be a really annoying position, especially for taking landscape orientation pictures where I had to hold the tablet with two hands. But I can let Lenovo off for this one slip up.The 1.6MP front facing camera is mounted at the top of the Yoga 10 HD+ when it is held in portrait orientation. This made video
calls with the tablet propped up on its in-built stand quite awkward, something I find harder to forgive.Unfortunately, at launch the Yoga 10 HD+ arrived with Android 4.3 and a rather heavy and clunky Lenovo user interface. There has now been an update taking the tablet to Android 4.4.2 and actually removing a large chunk of Lenovo's
customisations, giving the Yoga a nice software build. Kudos to Lenovo for this.You 16GB of storage and space for a MicroSD slot So it seems there is not much wrong with the Yoga 10 HD+ but one look at the price can shatter this illusion. At £299 (around US$300, $552) for the Wi-Fi only model reviewed here it is quite expensive compared to other,
better-specified, tablets such as the Samsung Galaxy Pro 10.1.It is still cheaper than most high-end Android tablets at this screen size, but it does only have mid-range specs.The 3G model represents better value in my view at £330 (around US$546, AU$607), but can either model really compete for honours in this class? 1080p and 1080i - one letter,
big argument When is HD not HD? It's a question that is causing huge discussion after a controversial Sony blog talked about 1080i support for 'nearly HD' sets.Currently, to qualify as HD in the UK, sets must be 720p or 1080i, with so-called Full HD or True HD sets having 1080p.Amazon Prime Day deals start Tuesday: here's everything you need to
knowHD BurnoutSo when Burnout Paradise designer Simon Phipps wrote on the Sony blog: "Plus heaps more, including: 1080i support for PlayStation 3 owners with "almost HD" sets", it sparked something of a reaction."Really appreciate the 1080i support, but calling 1080i TVs "almost HD" is a real dumb move- just because you don't like it doesn't
make it a real HD res. My 1080i CRT tv will blow the doors off 75% of the LCDs out there in the picture quality department," posted one commentator.Telly wars"That said, the HDTV specification is 1080i or 720p — BOTH are full high definition, BY DEFINITION. Neither is "not quite HD". I love my 1080i CRT HDTV compared to almost every 720p
LCD screen I've ever seen and anyone else who owns one can probably tell you the same. Do some research before venting next time — 1080i IS HD. Real HD. The HDness. Completely HD…" posted another.Are we beginning to see an HD telly class war – with the Full HD crowd smugly grinning at the poor old HD Ready lot?It's certainly prompted a
bit of a debate.
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